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UN reform and workers’ organizations
“We the peoples of the United Nations determined…to reaffirm
faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of
the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of
nations large and small, and to establish conditions under
which justice and respect for the obligations arising from
treaties and other sources of international law can be
maintained, and to promote social progress and better
standards of life in larger freedom, and for these ends …
to employ international machinery for the promotion of the
economic and social advancement of all peoples, have resolved
to combine our efforts to accomplish these aims.”
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“Give me a fair chance at a decent job” – that is what women and
men are demanding.
Every policy-maker seeking to combat poverty should answer the
people’s test:
How will your policy advice improve the quantity and quality of
jobs?
This is one of the best steps we can take to eradicate poverty
once and for all.
– ILO Director-General, 17 October 2004

Why this booklet
This booklet is produced by the International Labour Organization (ILO)
Bureau for Workers’ Activities (ACTRAV) to help trade unionists better
understand plans for United Nations (UN) reform and what it means for
workers’ organizations around the world.

Steps to UN reform
In his report to the 2005 United Nations World Summit, then SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan tabled a series of broad proposals called In Larger
Freedom. The proposals were for major changes to the UN system to
make it more relevant to the 21st Century and to the achievement of the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).

The United Nations must be reshaped in ways not previously
imagined, and with a boldness and speed not previously
shown. – UN Secretary-General, In Larger Freedom, 2005
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In line with the Secretary-General’s proposals, at the 2005 Summit
world leaders requested reports on how to make the UN family more
effective and efficient. The first of these reports was delivered in March
2006 and is called Investing in the UN: For a Stronger Organization
Worldwide. It outlines management reform of the UN Secretariat for the
next three to five years.

The Millennium Development Goals are for the period 20002015 and apply globally, regionally and nationally.
Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education
Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women
Goal 4: Reduce child mortality
Goal 5: Improve maternal health
Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability
Goal 8: Develop a Global Partnership for Development
In the second half of 2006, three further reports were made which
elaborate on this vision. All three contain far-reaching
recommendations on management and structures which could redefine
the way the UN works. The reports are the Comprehensive Review of
Governance and Oversight, the report of the UN Redesign Panel on
the UN Internal Justice System and the review by the High-Level Panel
on System Wide Coherence.
The Comprehensive Review of Governance and Oversight was
produced by eminent experts in public administration. They conducted
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an independent evaluation of governance and oversight within the
United Nations funds, programs and specialized agencies. The review
of the UN Internal Justice System recommended a completely new
system of administration of internal justice designed to be
"professional, independent and decentralized”.
The recommendations of the High-level Panel on System-Wide
Coherence were presented in November 2006. The panel was cochaired by the Prime Ministers of Mozambique, Norway and Pakistan.
The report aims to help developing countries reach the Millennium
Development Goals by streamlining the diverse UN family of agencies.
It says that the UN must be radically revamped to “deliver as one”. This
should apply especially at the country level, where the UN could have a
much greater impact if it were less fragmented, according to the report.
Today, development effectiveness calls for more coherent and
coordinated work by the UN at the country level. The UN must
demonstrate greater alignment with national priorities and country
systems, harmonization among development actors, including shared
analysis, simplification, transparency and accountability in aid
management for development results. The 2005 World Summit
Outcome Document approved by the General Assembly sets the bar
for UNCT performance. Building on the results of the 2004 and 2007
Triennial Comprehensive Policy Reviews, the 2005 Paris Declaration
on Aid Effectiveness, and the 2008 Accra Agenda for Action, country
ownership, government leadership and participation in analytical
processes and in the operationalization of the UNDAF is a must. The
UNDG Action Plan on the implementation of the Paris declaration and
the policy paper on the UN Response to the Changing Aid Environment
(2008) outline specific commitments to promote UN effectiveness.
Supporting country capacities to manage development resources,
including aid, and delivering on development results remains one of the
most important mandates of the UN system at country level (UNDAF
Guidelines, 2009, www.undg.org).
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UN reform and the ILO
The ILO Governing Body1 meeting of March 2007 endorsed the ILO’s
participation in the UN reform process, but with some cautions. At the
conclusions of the discussion the Director General of the Organization
emphasized that the ILO will benefit from the reform process due to
greater visibility of its Decent Work Agenda within the UN system and the
inclusion of Decent Work in the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).

Decent Work Agenda
Decent work means opportunities for women and men to obtain
productive work in conditions of freedom, equity, security and
human dignity.
The ILO's decent work agenda calls for a development strategy
that acknowledges the central role of work in people's lives.

Workers’ Group concerns
The workers’ group of the ILO governing body has several significant
concerns about the One UN proposals. They center on risks that the
representation of ILO constituents and ILO expertise in social and
economic development maybe diluted.
Align with Decent Work
While the concept of decent work is widely recognized, commitment is
still needed to align national policies and the policies of international
institutions more coherently with the decent work agenda. In particular,
the importance of tripartism for the governance of globalization is not
yet fully understood beyond the ILO.
1

The Governing Body is the executive body of the International Labour Office - the
secretariat of the ILO. It meets three times a year, and has 56 titular members (28
governments, 14 employer and 14 worker), plus 66 deputy members.
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Growth is not enough.
Globalization is far from securing an equitable distribution of the
benefits of economic growth. Even the board of directors of the World
Bank has recently affirmed that while economic growth is a crucial
element for poverty reduction, growth in many developing countries
has not always been associated with better labour market conditions.
Quality jobs
Employment creation has been slow. Workers are often trapped in low
productivity and low-paid jobs. As a result, the international community
increasingly recognizes the importance of creating quality employment
to ensure that growth is shared fairly and widely. ILO expertise and the
involvement of the social partners is needed more than ever.

Relevance to development
The key message from the ILO Workers’ Group is that the ILO
should reaffirm its relevance to social and economic development
in this global context. This especially applies to the ILO’s
1. unique role in standard setting,
2. supervisory system for international labour standards, and
3. unique tripartite structure
Workers’ rights
Governments committed to fairly distributing the benefits of
globalization through more and better jobs should commit to
coordinating macroeconomic and social policies with systems of
collective bargaining based on freedom of association. The effective
rights of workers to organize, join trade unions and bargain collectively
are important in both industrialized and developing countries.
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Social dialogue
Where unions exist and are allowed to bargain, there is higher pay,
more secure work, more training, more efficient economies, more just
societies and less corruption. Today, the concepts of negotiation and
compromise are undervalued. But dialogue produces better results
than command-and-obey unilateralism. The ILO’s tripartite constituents
should not be defensive about the process or outcomes of dialogue.
Tripartism
At the ILO governing body meeting, the workers group made it clear that
that the tripartite nature of the ILO, its normative work in international
labour standards2 and its supervisory mechanism3 must not be affected by
UN reform. The participation of workers’ and employers’ organizations in
the management and activities of the ILO is added value to the UN family.
However, there are fears that One UN could undermine the ILO tripartite
structure. This is because the ILO is the only UN agency with a tripartite
structure. Within the wider UN, unions (and employers’ organizations)
often have the status of mere pressure groups.
Social pillar
Within the new UN system, the ILO should continue its work to promote
social justice and act as the social pillar of the system. The ILO needs to
reaffirm its status as the institution that provides clear and informative
analysis of the world of work in all its aspects. The ILO should promote
its ability to address decent work deficits through standards, policy
coherence, policy design and technical cooperation. Cross-cutting
analysis and research on gender equality and sustainable development
are also important parts of what the ILO is good at.
2

international labour standards: ILO Conventions and Recommendations that form the
body of international labour law.
3
Supervisory mechanism: the ILO’s system of reporting and review of the
implementation of international labour standards.
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Independent partners
Freedom of association and collective bargaining enable the
establishment of strong and independent social partners. Collaboration
with these partners can lead to both social and economic
improvements, as advocated by the Declaration of Philadelphia4.
The Declaration of Philadelphia
This declaration was made in 1944 and is part of the ILO constitution. It
embodies four principles:
1. Labour is not a commodity,
2. Freedom of expression and of association are essential to
sustained progress,
3. Poverty anywhere constitutes a danger to prosperity everywhere,
and
4. All human beings have the right to pursue their material well-being
and their spiritual development in conditions of freedom, dignity,
economic security and equal opportunity.
Core labour standards
Trade unions welcomed and still endorse the recommendation from the
World Commission on the Social Dimension of Globalization5 that “all
relevant international organizations should assume their responsibility
to promote [core labour standards] and ensure that their policies and
programs do not impede their realization.”

4
5

see next page
ILO Commission, chaired by Presidents of Finland and Tanzania that reported 2004.
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Institutions involved
The UN reform process includes all UN agencies and the specialized
agencies, but it does not include the international financial institutions
(IFIs) – the World Bank (WB) and the International Monetary Fund
(IMF). This is despite the fact that recent developments indicate there
may be a greater need for such reform of these agencies.
However, the High-level Panel on System-Wide Coherence
recommended yearly meetings amongst the IMF, WB, United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), World Health Organization (WHO),
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the ILO to discuss
practical implications of the UN reform. At the international level, the
UN system chief executives board is responsible for coordinating the
reform of the business management of the UN system.

Four ones
The key features of the reform at country level involve a much closer
cooperation among UN agencies and the establishment of what is
called “four ones”: one leader, one program, one budgetary framework
and one office.
The High-level Panel suggested the reform process should first take
place in eight pilot countries. It further recommended that upon
satisfactory outcome in the pilot countries, the reforms should be
extended to 20 other countries by 2009, 40 countries by 2010 and the
rest by 2012.
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The four ones at the country level:
; One leader
; One program
; One budgetary framework
; One office

The Panel also cautioned that while “implementation should be
undertaken with urgency” it should not be “ill planned and hasty that
could compromise permanent and effective change.”

Pilot countries for UN reform
Asia

Viet Nam
Pakistan

Africa

Mozambique
Rwanda
Tanzania
Cape Verde

Europe

Albania

Latin America and the Caribbean

Uruguay

The UN Resident Coordinators are to take the lead in ensuring that the
UN reforms are implemented in these countries.
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One program
The International Labour Office sees definite benefits for the ILO’s
participation in establishing a coordinated UN program in each country.
It also fits well with the introduction of Results Based Management
(RBM) to overcome weaknesses in the outcomes of UN assistance
through its programs and activities.
However, there are challenges that must be overcome. The main
challenge is how to ensure that One UN includes the activities and
programs that are based on the ILO mandate and objectives. This
includes the international labour standards (ILS), the ILO supervisory
machinery and a rights based approach to development, as well as the
involvement of the social partners – the workers’ and employers’
organizations. A further challenge is to ensure that the ILO’s decent
work agenda is included in the country-level United Nations
development assistance framework (UNDAF6).
In practice, experience has shown that out of all the Millennium
Development Goals, the ILO has been most able to get itself involved
with poverty reduction (goal 1). The ILO now needs to go beyond this
and engage with all the MDGs. It is encouraging that it was recently
decided not to use the “One UN” term anymore, but rather to speak
about “Delivering as One”. It means that each agency will bring its
distinct contribution to the process. For the ILO, our tools are the
decent work country programs.
One leader
The One Leader concept means that one person, the United Nations
resident coordinator will be responsible for the UN and its specialized
agencies in each country. The resident coordinators will be the direct
contacts with national governments. Their responsibilities will include
6

UNDAF: the common strategic framework for the operational activities of the United
Nations system at the country level
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discussions with the national government to develop the One UN
country program, which the government will own and sign.
The other UN agency representatives will be part of the UN country
team (UNCT). They will each have direct contact with the ministries
relevant to their particular agency. For example, the ILO will continue to
have its main contact with the labour ministry.
The challenge in this regard is how to ensure that tripartism is
safeguarded. In particular, this means (1) how can unions and employers’
organizations influence the program and activities developed under the
Delivering as One UN program and (2) how can the ILO’s mandate of
involving the social partners and the Ministry of Labour remain.
One budget
The concept of One Budget or “One Fund” involves all UN and
specialized agencies, together with donors, pooling their resources in a
single basket at the national level. Available resources would then be
allocated based on the activities developed under the One UN program
with the government.
The ILO is one of the smaller organizations among the UN agencies in
terms of resources. This may be an opportunity for the ILO to use
some resources from other UN agencies for programs that are based
on ILO mandate and objectives.
On the other hand, there is a danger for the ILO that it could be
marginalized in the process because of its limited resources, the small
size of its team and the lack of ILO offices in some countries.
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One office
The concept of One Office is to make the UN more transparent and
cost effective. This involves overcoming duplication of office premises,
administration and related costs.
For the ILO, this may be an opportunity to strengthen its programs and
activities in countries where it does not have any office and which are
now covered by the ILO regional or sub-regional offices. However all
these developments have to be considered within the ILO’s efforts to
evaluate and strengthen its field structure. This is an important issue to
be discussed and decided on by the ILO Governing Body with the
active involvement of the Workers’ Group.

Trade union involvement
Unions are encouraged to get involved in the UN reform process
through their own established channels of communications with their
governments and politicians. It is a matter of interest for both
developing and the developed countries alike.
Implementation committees
In some countries, national level UN Reform implementation
committees have been set up to oversee the execution of the reforms.
So far, reports show that these committees are made up of
Government departments, UN agency representatives and the donors.
There is hardly any involvement of the unions in implementation
committees at the national level. ILO offices at the regional, subregional and national level must ensure that they enter into
negotiations with other UN agencies only after discussions with their
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constituents and after taking due account of Decent Work Country
Program priorities and approaches.
Joint missions
Similarly, experiments are being carried out at the international level to
develop different models based on the concepts of “One budget”, “One
program” and “One leader”. There are now a number of joint missions
from UN agencies’ visiting the pilot countries to further the UN reform
process in this regard.
Tripartism
Reports indicate that in these pilot countries trade unions are not fully
involved. It is important that the representatives of the UN agencies in
a country, as well as the ILO staff, understand and appreciate the
concept of tripartism. The ILO values should be seen as enriching the
wider UN community with ILO fully participating in the “Delivery as
One” UN reform process.
ILO-UNDP joint planning
In January 2007 the ILO and the UNDP met and agreed to carry out
joint action planning in a number of additional countries. A draft joint
action plan has been developed for the 2007-08 period. Again,
indications are that so far, unions are not involved in the development
of these plans.
Opportunities
The UN reform changes envisaged will have a direct impact on the
work of the trade unions. Therefore trade unions have to be active if
they want to transform existing challenges into new opportunities. The
box below outlines areas where trade union strategies can be
developed.
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Trade union strategies for One UN reforms
•

Discuss the issues and implications within your union

•

Appoint a coordinator to seek and provide information on the
reforms

•

Determine union priorities for change and funding

•

Seek agreement with the ILO and the social partners on inputs
to the implementation committee processes

•

Seek agreement to input into the UN program for your country

•

Develop proposals for funding from any wider resources
available from the One UN budget in your country

•

Raise concerns with the national government

•

Raise concerns regionally

•

Take steps to ensure unions are included in the national level
committee established to implement One UN reform

Other Important Highlights regarding UN Reform in 2009
HLCP
The Director-General of the ILO is chairing the High Level
Committee on Programmes, which is the Policy and
programming Pillar of the Chief Executive Board (CEB, which
combines all heads of agencies of the UN system). Since Mr
Juan Somavia started chairing HLCP, the committee focused
on the financial crisis, with a particular focus on the social
dimension. Having solicited written contributions from all
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agencies, the ILO Secretariat prepared an HLCP Chair paper.
The CEB Communiqué (5 April 2009) & HLCP Chair Paper for
CEB endorsed cluster approach to follow up on crisis: ILO lead
on “Global Jobs Pact” and Social Protection

Second Decade for the Eradication
of Poverty
The General Assembly adopted a resolution A/RES/63/230,
“Second United Nations Decade for the Eradication of Poverty”
in December 2008. This resolution calls for “Full employment
and Decent Work“ to be the main theme for the second Decade
for the Eradication of Poverty. The participation of workers
organisations, along with other social partners will be key to
make this decade a success.

UNDAF Guidelines
The UNDAF revision meeting in New York on 24 and 25
November was a turning point. The CEB Toolkit for
Mainstreaming Employment and Decent Work was
integrated into the new UNDAF Guidelines, which were
adopted by the full UNDG in January 2009 and will be the basis
for rolling out 90 new UNDAFs in the next three years. ILO is
now actively involved in developing an inter-agency proposal by
which the UNDG will seek donor support to prepare a new
generation of UNDAFs.

Delivering as One (DAO) Pilots
The ILO continues to support the eight Delivering as One pilots.
As mentioned in the GB paper, we are concerned with ensuring
that the Decent Work Agenda is adequately mainstreamed into
new “One UN” programmes and that our constituents are
provided with an opportunity to contribute and are not left out.
The ILO has been part of the small group of agencies that have
developed a US$400 million proposal to further promote the
Delivering as One approach, and the ILO has been offered a
place on the Steering Group of the Expanded Delivering as One
Funding Window.
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2008 Synthesis DAO Stocktaking
Report
The ILO has contributed to the “Delivering as One 2008
Synthesis Stocktaking Report”. As a result, it now highlights the
important contributions that line ministries, trade unions and
employers’ associations can make to Delivering as One at the
country level, but also how more work is required in this regard.
It is also mentioned that the CEB Toolkit on Decent Work has
been successfully applied in Tanzania, and that it could be
rolled out in other pilot countries so as to assist these countries
in better addressing the impact of the global economic crisis.

“Working with the United Nations”:
Capacity Building Programme
ILO staff members and ACTRAV and ACTEMP specialists from
all external ILO offices in Africa are being trained on Decent
Work Country Programming, results-based management and
mainstreaming decent work into a new generation of UNDAFs
and other national development frameworks (2009). Training
programmes will be rolled out in all regions to strengthen the
capacity of constituents and staff to work better with the United
Nations and to jointly achieve the MDGs and Decent Work for
All.

South-South Cooperation
The ILO is part of a Task Force with the UNDP on South-South
cooperation with a view to improving UNDAF guidelines in the
years to come. Workers representatives of India and Brazil
have exchanged experiences on combating child labour, for
example, with a new changing multilateral and aid environment,
the role of South-South cooperation is increasing.
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ANNEX I - Q & A UN Reform from a Workers Perspective
Q. What is meant by UN Reform?
A. The United Nations (UN) reforms are proposed changes to the ways
the UN and its agencies operate. The goal is to strengthen the

United Nations’ role and relevance in the international arena by
increasing policy coherence, effectiveness and efficiency, while
eliminating duplication among its agencies. The UN Reform
process started in the 1990s, with the term then used
“strengthening of the United Nations”. The UN Reform gained a
further momentum following the UN World Summit of 2005,
which reaffirmed the Millennium Development Goals and the
need for streamlining the work of the United Nations and its
specialized agencies.
Q. What is One UN?
A. One UN is a significant development particularly the manner in
which the UN agencies will work at national level in each country, UN
operations will be:•

under one leader

•

under a common programme

•

operating with one budgetary framework

•

and, in one office (whenever possible)

It is also referred to as Delivering as One.
Q. What is the UNDAF and why is it important for the ILO and its
social partners?
A. The United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF)
– the centrepiece of the UN reform initiative launched in 1997 - is a
strategic framework for the operational activities of the UN system at
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the national level. It exemplifies a country-driven, collaborative and
coherent response by the UN system to the development challenges
facing the country. The UNDAF outlines the key development
objectives and strategies for cooperation between the government, UN
agencies and its partners. The UNDAF Action Plan sets the basis for
the agreement and the workplan for all parties concerned. The United
Nations Country Team (UNCT), led by the Resident Coordinator (RC),
provides the management structure responsible for the implementation
of the UNDAF.
Participation in the UNDAF process enables the ILO to further
strengthen its capacity to fulfil its mandate of promoting Decent Work.
Through their contacts with the ILO office, the UNCT and the RC, as
well as through the consultations with the civil society, the ILO’s social
partners have an opportunity to ensure that their interests are taken on
board.
Q. Why should unions be involved?
A. Unions should seek involvement in UN reform because the International
Labour Organization (ILO) will become more integrated with other UN
agencies – especially at the national level. Only the ILO has a tripartite
structure committed to the participation of unions. Tripartism is not wellunderstood by many other UN agencies. Therefore, the more unions can
take part in the reforms and program development, the better chance they
have of influencing what the UN does in each country.
Q. What are the benefits of One UN?
A. One UN should mean better co-ordination between UN agencies, donors
and national governments. This should mean better delivery of UN
programs and help economic and social development in each country.
Q. What are the challenges for unions?
A. The sustainable and equitable economic growth that reduces
poverty can only be achieved through an emphasis on decent work.
Unions are challenged by One UN to help ensure that the elements of
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decent work (more quality jobs including rights, freedom from
exploitation and social protection) are priorities in the UN agenda,
rather than afterthoughts. Unions are also challenged by the risk that
social dialogue and tripartism may be diluted in the UN reform process.
Consultation with unions at country level on the UN reform has been
problematic. In some cases unions have been part of a large group of
NGOs with which the UNDP led UN Reform has held discussions.
Q. What are the opportunities and risks in the one budget
concept?
A. The concept of One Budget or “One Fund” involves all UN and
specialized agencies, together with donors, pooling their resources in a
single basket at the national level. Resources are to be allocated to the
activities developed under the One UN program between the UN and
the government. This concept is now being supported by an “Expanded
Window” of the Millennium Development Goals support Funds (MDG
F), which is currently allocating additional 400 million dollars to United
Nations Country Teams (UNCTs) that align with the UN reform
process.
Q. Is social dialogue at risk?
A. Where unions exist, have the right to freedom of association and are
allowed to bargain, there is higher pay, more secure work, more
vocational training, more efficient economies, more just societies and less
corruption. Today, the concepts of consultation, negotiation and
compromise are undervalued. Social dialogue produces better results..
Unions, together with the other ILO constituents, need not be defensive
about the process or outcomes of social dialogue. Positive messages
about social dialogue and development need to be emphasised even
more in the new UN system. Unions can be important advocates for this.
Q. When do the reforms begin?
A. They have already begun. The One UN concept is being trialled in
Viet Nam, Pakistan, Mozambique, Rwanda, Tanzania, Cape Verde,
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Albania and Uruguay. If successful, the reforms will be extended to 20
other countries by 2009; 40 countries by 2010 and the rest by 2012.
Joint implementation committees have been set up in some countries.
There have been joint missions to advance the process. Joint planning
between the ILO and the UN lead agency, UNDP, has already started.
Q. What are the UN Millennium Development Goals?
A. The eight United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)
apply globally, regionally and nationally for the period 2000-2015. Each
goal is supported by targets and indicators. The MDGs are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger
Achieve universal primary education
Promote gender equality and empower women
Reduce child mortality
Improve maternal health
Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases
Ensure environmental sustainability
Develop a global partnership for development

Q. What is the decent work agenda?
A. The decent work agenda is an integrated approach to achieve full
and productive employment for all at global, regional, national, sectoral
(industry) and local levels. Decent work has conditions of freedom,
equity, security and human dignity.
Its central point is that economic growth is not enough to bring about
significant poverty reduction. Growth needs to be accompanied with
decent work to sustainably increase income levels and promote
development. Without this, growth tends to produce wider inequities.
Q. How does decent work fit the MDGs?
A. The short answer is that it does not fit well at present. This is
because their targets and indicators are not aligned. However, the UN
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General Assembly has recently stated that decent work is a central
policy objective for development and part of efforts to achieve the
Millennium Development Goals.
The decent work agenda is now expressed through decent work
country programs. The Decent Work Country Programmes (DWCPs)
should be drawn up with the full involvement of the social partners. The
ILO is now working with UNDP to better integrate the decent work
agenda with the MDGs.
While MDG goal 1, poverty reduction, is the most obvious area of fit,
the decent work agenda is also highly relevant to goal 2 (through child
labour), to goal 3 through its gender equity programs, to goals 4 and 5
through maternity protection, to goals 6 and 7 with occupational health
and safety, and to goal 8 with employment development.
Q. How can unions respond?
A. Unions can respond to the UN reforms by first appointing someone
to coordinate and provide information on it through union networks.
Second, unions must identify their priorities. Third, unions should
ensure that these priorities are reflected in the integrated One UN
program framework as well as in the ILO’s decent work country
programs. Unions should do their best to make sure that they are
included in the national level committees established for the
implementation of the One UN programme. Other suggestions include:
; Discuss the issues at union meetings
; Seek agreement with the ILO and the social partners on inputs to
the implementation committee processes
; Develop proposals for funding from the decent work country
program and the One UN budget in your country
; Raise concerns with the national government, especially with
labour and industry ministries.
; Respond to the Governing Body (March 2009) request to report on
their work on “Delivering as One”.
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Q. What resources can unions use?
A. ILO ACTRAV Field Specialists are available in many countries,
where they can be contacted through the ILO office. Resources
available from your national trade union center can also be particularly
useful.

The CEB Toolkit for Mainstreaming Employment and Decent Work
The entire UN system has been called upon to support countries in
their efforts to provide employment and decent work for all. The High
Level Committee on Programmes (HLCP) of the United Nations
System Chief Executives Board for Coordination (CEB) asked the
International Labour Organization (ILO) to play a catalytic role by
developing a Toolkit for Mainstreaming Employment and Decent Work.
The toolkit should be regarded as a process that permits all, social
partners, government agencies and UN agencies and UN Country
Teams, to see how their policies, strategies, programs and activities
are interlinked with employment and decent work outcomes and how
they can enhance these outcomes. It includes:
• a diagnostic and awareness raising checklist of questions for
self-assessment,
• an interactive web-based platform for knowledge management
and sharing of the tools for mainstreaming decent work
(http://cebtoolkit.ilo.org) and,
• a capacity building and awareness raising component.
The tool kit aims at giving agencies and social partners the opportunity to
assess their own processes and programs through a “decent work” lens.
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ANNEX II- REGIONAL SPECIALISTS / ACTRAV FIELD STAFF
REGIONAL SPECIALISTS IN WORKERS’ EDUCATION
SPECIALISTES REGIONAUX EN EDUCATION OUVRIERE
ESPECIALISTAS REGIONALES EN EDUCACIÓN OBRERA
Office/Bureau

Specialist/Spécialiste

Tel.

Fax

E-mail

AFRIQUE (Fr.)
RO-Addis Ababa
AFRIQUE
(Angl.)
RO-Addis Ababa

Mr. Frederick PARRY

+251.115.44.4037

+251.115.44.5573

parry@ilo.org

AMERICA
LATINA
OR-Lima

Sra Carmen BENITEZ

+51.1.615.03.14

+511.615 04.00

benitez@oit.org.pe

ASIA
RO-Bangkok

Ms. Christine NATHAN

+66.2.288.17.64

+66.2.288.10.76

nathan@ilo.org

SENIOR SPECIALISTS IN WORKERS’ ACTIVITIES
SPECIALISTES PRINCIPAUX EN MATIERE
D'ACTIVITES POUR LES TRAVAILLEURS
ESPECIALISTAS PRINCIPALES EN ACTIVIDADES PARA LOS TRABAJADORES
AFRICA / AFRIQUE
ILO-ABIDJAN
(c/o BSR Dakar)

Ms. Faustina VAN
APEREN

+221 33 889 29
89

+221.821.09.56
+221.823.68.74

vanaperen@ilo.org

SRO-CAIRO

Mr. Mohamed
TRABELSI

+202 239 99 351
+201 003 377 66
(cel.)

+202 273 60 889

trabelsi@ilo.org

BSR-DAKAR

M. Zakari IBRAHIMA

+221.889 29 89

+221.821 09 56
+221 823 68 74

ibrahima@ilo.org

SRO-HARARE
(c/o ILO Pretoria)

Ms. Inviolata
CHINYANGARARA (as
from 15.07.09)

+

+

BSR-YAOUNDE

M. Hervé SEA

+237.220.50.44
+237.221.51.81
+237.221.74.47

+237.220.29.06
+237.220.74.46

sea@ilo.org

LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEANS / AMERIQUE LATINE & CARAIBES / AMERICA LATINA Y
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CARIBE
OSRA-LIMA

Sr. Oscar VALVERDE

+51.1.615 03 00

+51.1.615 0 401

valverde@oit.org.pe

SRO-PORT-OFSPAIN

Ms. Paula ROBINSON

+1.868.627.63.04

+1.868.627.89.78

robinson@ilocarib.org.tt

SRO-SAN JOSÉ

Sr. Juan Manuel
SEPULVEDA

+506.253.76.67
+506.253.76.22

+506.224.26.78

sepulveda@sjo.oit.or.cr

SRO-SANTIAGO

Sr. Eduardo
RODRIGUEZ
CALDERON

+56.2.580.55.55

+56.2.580.55.80

rodrigueze@oitchile.cl

ASIA & PACIFIC / ASIE & PACIFIQUE / ASIA Y PACIFICO
SRO-BANGKOK

Mr. Pong-Sul AHN

+66.2.288.22.47

+66.2.288.30.62

SRO-MANILA
(c/o SRO
Bangkok)

Mr. Shigeru WADA (as
from 1.07.09)

+

+

SRO-NEW
DELHI

Mr. Ariel CASTRO (as
from 17.08.09)

+

+

ahn@ilo.org

EUROPE / EUROPA
SROBUDAPEST

Ms. Svetla
SHEKERDJIEVA

+36.1.301.49.16 direct
+36.1.301.49.00

+36.1.353.36.83

shekerdjieva@iloceet.hu

SRO-MOSCOW

Mr. Sten PETERSEN

+7.495.933.08.24

+7.495.933.08.20

petersen@ilo.org

ARAB COUNTRIES / PAYS ARABES / PAISES ARABES
RO-BEIRUT

Mr. Walid HAMDAN

+96.11.75.24.00

+96.11.75.24.05

hamdan@ilo.org

ACTRAV WORKERS’ EDUCATION PROGRAMME – ILO ITC TURIN
ITC-TURIN

M. Giacomo BARBIERI

+39 011 6936 401
+39 335 632 4269
(cel.)

Mr. Insa DIA (Ben Said)

+39 011 6936 566

M. Arun KUMAR

+39 011 6936 678

Ms. Evelyn TOTH

+39 011 6936 452

Mr. Jesus GARCIA
JIMENEZ

+39 011 6936 782

+39.011.6936.589

g.barbieri@itcilo.org
actrav_turin@itcilo.org
i.dia@itcilo.org
a.kumar@itcilo.org
e.toth@itcilo.org
j.jimenez@itcilo.org
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Contacts
Unions can also contact the ILO regional office specialists, using the internet
link: www.oit.org/public/english/dialogue/actrav/staff/ycontac2.htm, or the ILO ACTRAV at Geneva headquarters (actrav@ilo.org).
For more information on the UN Reform, the ILO UN Reform team based in
EXREL/ PARDEV (External Relations Branch of the Department of
Partnerships and Development Cooperation) is available and can be reached
at unreform@un.org.
The ILO website (www.ilo.org) contains a wealth of information in English,
French and Spanish. The main UN sites are www.un.org and www.undp.org.
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